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XSYS appoints FERAG as new distributor for Australia and New Zealand 

 
Willstaett, Germany. 9 March 2023 – XSYS has announced the appointment of FERAG Australia Pty Ltd 
as new distributor of its portfolio of flexographic printing plates and platemaking equipment in Australia and 
New Zealand. Customers in the region will be able to benefit from FERAG’s long history and experience in 
the graphic arts industry, as the company expands its remit into flexo printing and packaging. 
 
Roy Schoettle, Regional VP APAC XSYS, said, “We are very pleased that FERAG will be representing 
XSYS in this part of the world. The company is well established and a respected supplier in the graphics 
industry having looked after both countries over many years with its existing portfolio of products. We feel 
confident that our customers will truly profit from a dedicated company that will focus on their needs day to 
day. It’s an exciting time as packaging – and indeed XSYS as a leading supplier to this industry – is growing 
around the world. Australia and New Zealand are very much a part of this growth.” 

 
As the local contact for FERAG conveying, sorting, buffering and processing systems, the newly appointed 
XSYS distributor is based in Matraville, NSW, Australia. In addition to solutions for the graphics industry 
and systems for internal material flow, FERAG Australia also distributes packaging machines and 
palletizing systems from other suppliers. The team works closely with its customers to successfully 
implement their projects, from initial planning, installation, and commissioning through to operator training 
and after-sales support. As such, it is a perfect match for XSYS and its innovative solutions and services.  
 
“The opportunity to take on the XSYS portfolio has come at a great time for FERAG, as we continue to 
move the company forward into new industry segments,” said Philip Batty, who is the Managing Director of 
FERAG Australia. “Naturally, our main priorities now are to make sure that existing XSYS customers are 
well looked after and that the changeover is as seamless as possible. Our team is looking forward to 
representing this world class portfolio of flexographic solutions with best-in-class sales, service and 
technical support.”  
 
FERAG will stock and supply nyloflex® flexographic plates, nyloprint® letterpress plates as well as 
nylosolv® solvent washout. The agreement came into effect on February 24th 2023. 
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ABOUT XSYS 
Headquartered in Willstaett, Germany, XSYS operates globally and remains one of the largest suppliers 
offering both flexographic and letterpress prepress solutions, including plates, sleeves, processors, 
workflow solutions, and expert professional services, designed to help these industries move forward with 
increasing innovation, improved productivity and profitability, and a reduced environmental footprint. 
 
In recognizing our endeavor to bring more brilliance into the packaging industry – into the lives of our 
customers and colleagues – XSYS has achieved a Silver Medal rating from EcoVadis for its sustainability. 
This distinction goes beyond our commitment to protecting the environment by also evaluating our 
dedication to social responsibility, diversity, and human rights. 
 
 
 
 
The broad XSYS portfolio comprises some of the industry’s best-known brands of consumables (nyloflex® 
and nyloprint® plates), plate processing equipment (Xpress, ThermoFlexX, and Catena), surface screening 
software (Woodpecker), plate mounting (rotec®), and washout solvents (nylosolv®). Brilliant products and 
services for brilliant print results and business success. 
 
 
ABOUT FERAG 
With headquarters in Hinwil/Zurich, FERAG AG is a family-owned Swiss company specialized in the 
development of total intralogistics solutions in the areas of production, e-commerce and omnichannel for a 
wide range of industries as well as for postal and 3PL automation. 
 
For more than 65 years, it has been the world market leader in the development, design and distribution of 
material flow systems for a wide range of industrial applications. Its innovative conveying and sorting 
solutions for intralogistics are a consistent and sustainable derivative of the FERAG processing systems, 
originally developed for the production of print media.  
 
The company is represented in more than 18 countries and employs around 600 people. 
 

 
 
 


